19 Bartholomew Mac Carthy, Annals of Ulster, vol. 4 (Dublin, 1901) , lxviii-lxx, clxxviii-clxxx; Eduard Schwartz, 'Christliche und jüdische Ostertafeln', Abhandlungen der königlichen Gesellschaft der Wissenschaften zu Göttingen, philologisch-historische Klasse, Band 8, Nr. 6 (Berlin, 1905) , 92. 20 Munich, Bayerische Staatsbibliothek, Clm 14456, fol. 32v-33r and fol. 34r-35r. In the first passage the Julian calendar date and the lunar age of Easter Sunday are calculated for three successive years, and the solar and lunar information given for these three years leaves no room for doubt that the first Easter under discussion, referred to as the annus inminens, is AD 719. Cf. Mac Carthy, Annals of Ulster, lxx; Schwartz, 'Ostertafeln', 91.
In the second passage the Julian calendar date and the lunar age of the initium quadragesimae are calculated for the same three successive years, this time without any reference to the annus praesens of the author. A second dating clause, for AD 689, appearing twice in the Munich Computus (Munich, Bayerische Staatsbibliothek, Clm 14456, fol. 23r and 41r), stems from one of the sources used by the author of this text, a source dealing with the Victorian reckoning. Cf. Krusch, Der 84jährige Ostercyclus, 10; Mac Carthy, Annals of Ulster, lxx-lxxi, clxxviii; Schwartz, 'Ostertafeln', 89-92. Yet, whether this source was a treatise on technical details or a comprehensive textbook cannot be determined. 21 No computistical textbook (in the strict sense -compilations of computistical formulae do exist with earlier dating clauses) is attested, to our knowledge, with a dating clause for the seventh century. 24 and in the course of this article further linguistic evidence for its Irish authorship will be advanced.
All these early-medieval computistical textbooks are very similar in their general structure, and the Munich Computus is no exception: it begins with a detailed introduction to the different divisions and units of time according to the solar cycle, including an account on the Julian calendar, which is then followed by a critical discussion of the lunar cycle and paschal practices, finally ending with a brief chronicle based on the Irish text De mirabilibus sanctae scripturae, book 2, chapter 4. 25 Yet, despite all these connections and similarities between computistical textbooks from the first half of the eighth century, the Munich Computus is the only one of them which (Fr. lundi, mardi, mercredi, jeudi, vendredi; It. lunedì, martedì, mercoledì, giovedì, venerdì) luna to·mel diem solis could be interpreted as a cleft sentence with omission of the copula 45 and leniting relative clause. 46 Since lenition of m is not indicated in any way in Old Irish orthography, the form spelt as tomel can indeed reflect /to·ṽ΄el΄/, so that the whole sentence might be more exactly translated as 'since it is the moon which consumes the solar day'.
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What is expressed here clearly reflects the opinion that the moon is in some way dependent on the sun. The question whether or not the moon was an independent heavenly body in the end was boiled down to the question whether the moon was an independent source of light, or if it took its light from the sun. Slightly earlier in the text, the Munich Computist did not commit himself to either opinion, but simply stated: 48 luna accepit lumen siue a sole siue a semet ipsa ('the moon takes its light either from the sun, or from itself'). Both possibilities were seriously considered by Isidore in the early seventh century (and partially cited in the Irish computistical textbook De ratione conputandi); but whereas Isidore's source, Augustine, and
De ratione conputandi do not express any preference for either theory, Isidore makes a stand for the theory according to which the moon would take its light from the sun, consequently determiner must be the base'). The presence of an Irish verb seems to set Irish as base-language in the Annals as well (cf. Dumville, 'Latin and Irish', 328: 'When Irish verbs come to be used naturally in an annalistic context, a major change has taken place. For an entry with an Irish verb very rarely contains much or any Latin'). On the subject of the 'linguistic factors constraining code-switching' see Romaine, Bilingualism, Cf. GOI § 818: 'The copula is often omitted, especially when it would have been a form of the 3 rd person indicative.
[…] Such clauses do not, however, constitute a separate class but are constructed exactly like those in which the copula is expressed'; see also GOI § 513: in this paragraph, Thurneysen quotes a nice example of a cleft sentence with omission of the copula, taken from the Würzburg Glosses: Wb. 20c20 tol cholno for·chanat ('[it is] the will of the flesh that they teach'); here, of course, the antecedent is felt as the object of the relative clause but, apart from that, the structure of this cleft sentence is very close to our example from the Munich
Computus. See also Pádraig Mac Coisdealbha, The syntax of the sentence in Old Irish (Tübingen, 1998), 144.
For another example of a cleft sentence with omission of the copula, see Wb.
men who ordain him').
46 This is the compulsory construction 'where the antecedent is felt as the subject' (GOI § 494). Moreover, such a construction does not seem to be incompatible with Latin syntax: even if Latin can substantially be defined as an SOV language, this word-order is by no means the only one possible, and the position of the verb is known to be rather 'free'. 47 Since in our case the relativity of the verb is not indicated in spelling, the sentence quia luna to·mel diem solis is formally compatible also with a nominativus pendens construction ('since the moon, it consumes the solar day'), quite commonly found in the Old Irish glosses (cf., e.g., Wb. 2a17, 4d32, 9c28). However, as the context seems to require a construction capable of placing contrastive emphasis on the word luna (as we will see below), a cleft sentence seems to be preferable here. it has nothing of its brightness. However, when the moon recedes from the sun, it is illuminated, since it is obscured when it is near the sun.'). Consequently, it can safely be assumed that this concept also underlies the passage in question.
However, the dependency of the moon on the sun meant more to the Munich Computist than simply the borrowing of light: the entire structure of the solar day with its divisions into smaller units of time like moments, minutes, and points was adopted for the lunar day too.
Hence, in the view of the Munich Computist the dependency of the moon on the sun was total, especially in calendrical terms, and thus a verb like uti (which was used by Isidore) 52 did not suffice to express this concept; in the end, our author probably felt that such total dependency could only be properly expressed by using a verb and a syntactic structure of his native language. ('Therefore, in the same way as when, by day, the body of a man or a tree stands on the sunny side, so that the shadow is cast from the side from which the light is 49 Isidore, De natura rerum, ch. 18, § § 1-4 (edited and translated into French by Jacques Fontaine, Isidore de emanated, thus, once the sun at the end of the day has reached the place where it is said to fall, it is there separated from us by the height of mountains, and it is thus that the air grows dark from the northern side because of the interposition of the Earth, so that such shadow of the Earth causes the night to us').
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In more concise terms, Isidore defines the night as the shadow that remains after sunset, not because the sun vanishes, but because parts of the Earth stand between the sun and the observer. This theory was then applied to the lunar calendar by the Munich Computist, who argued that the same units of time that refer to the solar day must also refer to the lunar day, since the moon 'consumes' the solar day (in the same way as the night is the product of the shadow of the sun Julian calendar months had eight ides, but since the marker-day Idus was placed either on the thirteenth or the fifteenth of a month, the number of nones was either four or six. The number of calends following the ides of a month was either nineteen, eighteen, seventeen, or sixteen.
Finally, the total number of days varied between 31 and 30, with only February having 28 days in non-bissextile, and 29 days in bissextile years. Hence, the Julian calendar months were classified in four groups according to this information. January, August, and December 58 In Latin, the nouns Kalendae, Nonae, and Idus were regularly inflected; accordingly, 'on the calends' was expressed by means of the ablative Kalendis. For all remaining Julian calendar dates, the classical formula was:
ante diem + ordinal in the accusative + marker-day in the accusative + adjectival name of the month in the accusative; e.g. ante diem tertium Nonas Iulias ('the third day before the July nones'). By the early Middle Ages, ante diem was long dropped, while the formulas for the marker-days and for the other names of the month were not standardized; additionally, the ordinal was almost always expressed by a Roman number, which made it independent of the grammatical case. The most common way of expressing a date was: Roman number + marker-day in the accusative + name of the month in the genitive; e.g. III Nonas Iulii ('the third nones of July').
It was this terminology that led the Medieval computists to group all dates according to the marker-day, so that e.g. Nonae Iulii ('the nones of July') was not only used in its classical meaning to denote the 7 th of July, but also for the group of all six dates that incorporate the element Non. Iul. Only in this way can sentences like Iulius VI Nonas habet ('July has six nones') be understood, i.e. as 'July has six dates that incorporate the element Non.'.
In the following discussion and translations we will remain faithful to the Medieval practice, and will invariably refer to such groups of days simply by referring to their marker-day in English (calends, nones, ides); the specific marker-day, on the contrary, will be given in the Latin form (Kalendae, Nonae, Idus). 59 A brief modern discussion of this classification of months can be found in Leist, Urkundenlehre, 230-32.
had four nones, nineteen calends, and 31 total days. March, May, July, and October had six nones, seventeen calends, and 31 days. April, June, September, and November had four nones, eighteen calends, and 30 total days. February constituted its own group, having four nones, sixteen calends, and 28 or 29 days in total, depending on whether a year was bissextile or not.
Note that the number of calends was sufficient information to define each of these groups.
Most commonly, these four different groups of months (and with them, effectively, the structure of the entire Julian calendar) were listed and described in the form of a very concise, heavily abbreviated and ('Question: which are the months that agree according to these rules mentioned above, and are considered to be of one and the same rule? Response: January, August, and December, these three months adhere to one rule: they have thirtyone days each, four nones before the ides and nineteen after the ides. March, May, July, and October, these four months are equal: thirty-one days are in each of these, six nones happen to be before the ides, and seventeen after the ides. April, June, September, and November, these four follow one rule: thirty days each, four ('It has to be known to us which months follow the same rule according to this classification. These are the following, namely January, August, and December, thirty-one are in each of these three, and they have the Nonae on the fifth day of the month, and nineteen calends emerge in these after the ides. March, however, and May, and July, and October, thirty-one are in each of these four, and they have the Nonae on the seventh day of the month, and they have seventeen calends after the ides. April, however, and June, and September, and November, thirty are in each of these four, and they have the Nonae on the fifth day of the month, and eighteen calends emerge in these after the ides').
Note that De ratione conputandi differs from the other examples cited in that the days of the month on which the Nonae occur (respectively the fifth and the seventh) are mentioned instead of the number of nones within each month, because of its dependence on a passage Such an interpretation presents a few difficulties, none of which is, we believe, insuperable:
only minor adjustments and emendations are needed, and these will be dealt with point by point in the following discussion.
1) It is immediately clear that the first i of noinaic should not be there. In fact, if we assume per absurdum that this i represents an on-glide vowel showing the palatal quality of n, then the obvious consequence of this would be that we are forced to consider the presence of a (which must be an off-glide marking neutral quality) as unjustified and contradictory. 3) Now that we have found an explanation for the word noinaic itself, there is the problem of the preceding form quarti. Since we already know, thanks to the context, what the sentence tri quarti noinaic must mean ('the three months January, August and December have four nones'), we can also be quite sure that the ordinal quarti does not make sense here, and that a simple cardinal quattuor would rather have been the expected form.
In fact, the whole passage reveals that its compiler encountered some difficulties in using ('All months of thirty-one days and four nones: The calends of these, the sixth ides, the eighteenth calends, the eleventh calends, and the fourth calends are found on one day. All months of thirty days and four nones: The calends of these, the sixth ides, the seventeenth calends, the tenth calends, and the third calends fall on the same weekday.')
Here, the first of the two numerals printed in bold is an irregular form, where the nom. pl. of the ordinal tricesimus is followed by the nom. pl. of the distributive singulus. The ordinal is obviously misapplied here, since the expected form would rather be the distributive triceni.
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In addition, both numerals should be in the genitive case in Classical Latin, so that the sentence would have been as follows: Omnes menses tricenorum singulorum.
The second numeral in bold (XXXmi) is undoubtedly an abbreviation for the ordinal tricesimi:
but, again, we would find the distributive tricenorum in Classical Latin.
Taking together the evidence provided by section 2.A above and by the passage we have just dealt with, one almost gets the impression that the compiler of this text did not use tricesimus as a common ordinal, but rather as a 'distributive numeral adjective' meaning something like 'having thirty days', 84 which agrees as for case and number with the noun it specifies (menses): at least, the regularity with which tricesimi is used in order to express the same concept in separate passages speaks in favour of a special, technical meaning, rather than a simple, occasional mistake. ('And they are in agreement in six years, and they differ in thirteen years.')
Here the use of tres X = tres decem 'thirteen' instead of the classical Latin cardinal tredecim bears a strong structural resemblance with the possibly mixed Irish-Latin numeral noi decem 'nineteen' discussed above 87 : indeed, we may think that OIr. a trí deac 'thirteen' triggered the re-analysis of Classical Latin tredecim as tres + decem.
At this point, all the assembled evidence concerning the Munich computist's use of numerals leads to the conclusions that he (1) used some Latin numerals wrongly, (2) used Irish numerals as well as peculiar Hiberno-Latin formations and, perhaps, (3) used at least one Latin ordinal (tricesimus) in a special secondary adjectival sense ('having thirty days').
Then, going back to our problematic tri quarti noinaic, it is clear that quarti does not belong with the second type, but rather with (1) 
The implications of code-switching and code-mixing in the Munich Computus
The phenomenon we encounter in the Munich Computus, which we might describe as codeswitching and code-mixing operating in a dimension of learned secondary bilingualism, 95 is obviously the result of psycho-linguistic processes which are irremediably lost. 96 However, it is quite clear that the same interpretative problem often applies to other bilingual texts like, for instance, the glosses that we have quoted in the introduction to the present article. In fact, whereas in general it is possible to describe such instances of code-switching and code-mixing from the point of view of their grammatical structure, it is much more difficult to do so in terms of the discourse/pragmatic factors which underlie this kind of speech acts. In particular, the absence of a comprehensive collection of cases of code-switching and code-mixing (both from Latin to Old Irish and vice versa) makes it impossible to define various sub-classes according to context, typology, grammatical category involved in code-switching etc., a categorization which might eventually enable us to understand more clearly both reasons and functions of this linguistic behaviour.
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However, even though generally we are not in a position to draw any far-reaching conclusion about the nature of code-switching in medieval Ireland until this desideratum is dealt with, it seems nonetheless at least reasonable to suppose that a close interaction between Latin and
Irish was not only to be found in the written language, but that it was also, and even more so, a feature which in all probability characterized the oral dimension of the language spoken by the Irish learned monastic élite. We have suggested in the introduction to the present article that code-switching from Latin to Irish in written texts might be interpreted, at least in some case, as a transitory shift from a high or formal register (represented by Latin) to a lower or informal one (represented by Irish). Now, this kind of shift is likely to have occurred more frequently in the spoken language. In particular, the use of a secondary language for didactic purposes seems to be especially liable to trigger code-switching; 98 monastic teachers Ireland' (cf. Genee, 'Latin influence', 41), it seems reasonable to suppose that Latin was at least used as a spoken language in the learned dimension of monastic teaching.
100 All these cases from the Munich Computus could be broadly understood as instances of accommodation, a social factor which frequently triggers code-switching; accommodation can be described as the speaker's / writer's attempt 'to establish a sense of solidarity with the addressee' (Adams, Bilingualism and the Latin language, 300). Cf. also Romaine, Bilingualism, 163: 'Code-switching can also be used to specify an addressee as the recipient of the message. Although switches of this kind may be made to accommodate monolingual interlocutors by switching to the language that they know, they are also used among bilingual speakers. [...] in the latter case, the function of the switch is to draw attention to the fact that the addressee is being invited to participate in an exchange' (our italics). Irishmen of the same monastery, rather than a refined work composed for a wider, let alone continental audience.
Conclusion
In this article, we have analysed the nature and function of the Old Irish elements occurring in the Munich Computus by reinterpreting previously discovered forms, as well as by presenting new evidence.
The first form that attention had been drawn to in the past is the bilingual term dies cetene, with cetene being gen. sg. of OIr. cétaíne 'Wednesday'. We have argued that the reason why the Irish author of the passage in question used such bilingual term can be found in a discussion of the weekday-terminology contained in Augustine's commentary to psalm 93, in which the Saint urged not to use the Roman planetary weekday dies Mercurii for Wednesday, but a vernacular Christian equivalent instead.
The second form which had been previously discussed by scholars is the Old Irish verb to·mel ('consumes', 'uses up') in the sentence quia luna to·mel diem solis, which we have explained as a cleft sentence with omission of the copula and leniting relative clause, having the function of emphasizing the word luna; here, the code-switching from Latin to Irish was probably triggered by a lack of syntactic competence in Latin. The area of didactic writing has been identified as being particularly prone to involve codeswitching caused by accommodation, a social factor which triggers, in our case, the switch from the secondary language (Latin) to the language of higher competence (Irish), both author and expected readers sharing more or less the same base conditions of secondary bilingualism.
The occurrence of code-switching and code-mixing from Latin to Irish in the Munich
Computus, then, contributes to a definition of this text's position inside the complex landscape of medieval scientific computistical literature. It is one of the earliest attempts (if not the earliest) ever made by an Irish author to transfer computistical teaching and dialogue into a comprehensive didactical textbook on the matter; not having any model for his task, nonetheless the author of the Munich Computus intended to provide students and teachers of this subject in his monastery with a thorough guide.
